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WORLD’S FAIR
DUATHLON

Runners will start the 
race in a mass start, in a 
counter clock-wise route 

around the lake.

Flushing Meadows–Corona 
Park Alert! 

The course is closed to cars but not to 
pedestrians, joggers, cyclists, skaters, 
etc. While biking, competitors must 
be aware and considerate of non-
competitors who will also be sharing 
the Park roads with competitors. You 
do not have priority over other users 
of Corona Park because you are 
competing in this event.
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DESCRIPTION:
Marshal 1 & 2 have radios and letting 
cars safely to the parking lot.

1.  As a car enters the park, Marshal 
2 speaks to the driver and 
instructs him how to proceed 
safely.

2.  Marshal 2 asks Marshal 1 to let 
him know when it’s safe to let 
cars cross the race course. 

3.  Marshal 2 removes cones to let 
the car proceed to the car lane 
after Marshal 1 confirms that no 
upcoming cyclists on the road.

4.  Cars are driving safely at the 
dedicated line to the parking lot. 

Cars are leaving the parking lot using 
the overpass exit.

DESCRIPTION:
•  Marshal notifies upcoming cars 

about bicycle race and offers to use 
this parking lot until race is over.

•  Marshal lets emergency vehicles 
enter after notifying them about 
bicycle race and how to proceed 
safely. 

Description:

Marshal notifies upcoming cars about bicycle race and offers to use this parking lot until race is over.
Marshal lets emergency vehicles enter after notifying them about bicycle rac and how to proceed safely
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Description:
Marshal 1 & 2 have radios and letting cars safely to the parking lot.
1. As car enters the park, Marshal 2 speaks to the driver and instruct him how to poceed safely. 
2. Marshal 2 asking Marshal 1 to let him know when it’s safe to let cars to cross the race course.
3. Marshal 2 removes cone to let the car proceed to the car lane after Marshal 1 confirms that no upcoming cyclists on the road.
4. Cars are driving safely at dedicated line to the parking lot.

Cars are leaving parking lot using overpass exit.
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